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Aligned Evolution
Advancing Health and Enterprise IT Solutions
Aligned Evolution’s team of proven experts deliver a highly collaborative, innovative approach to empowering and modernizing people, processes, and technology across the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) and U.S. Department of Health & Human Services (HHS) through the Strategic Partners Acquisition Readiness Contract (SPARC).
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  About Aligned Evolution

Aligned Evolution is a joint venture engineered to accelerate the path to mission success at the Centers of Medicare and Medicaid Services and across HHS. Composed of three elite partners  – Attain; Drayton, Drayton & Lamar; and Thomas and Herbert Consulting – Aligned Evolution offers a uniquely deep understanding of the health domain and CMS business environment, with experience in federal engineering and development life cycle methodologies. With 45 years of combined experience, and a presence across 40 states and the District of Columbia, our team leverages synergistic capabilities and experiences to provide an agile, innovative partner with a fresh perspective, flexibility, and scalability.
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  Services we deliver through SPARC

Aligned Evolution represents a team of three leading strategy, management, and IT solution providers with track records of success providing a full range of transformational IT services – from infrastructure management, system architecture, and application development to cloud, business intelligence, and analytics for government customers.
We can do more than help you keep pace with advancing technology. We’ll empower you to lead the way while ensuring cost-effectiveness and operational efficiency in a dynamic regulatory environment. 
	Initiation, Concept, and Planning Services
	Requirments Services
	Design Services
	Development Services
	Testing Services
	Security Control Assessment (SCA) Services
	Independent Verification and Validation (IV&V) Services
	Maintenance Services
	Support Services
	Data Request Services
	Help Desk Support Services
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